Dr. Glenn is a Dentaltown favorite. A highly sought after and internationally acclaimed expert on digital dentistry. Best of all he is one of our own: Tennessee born, Tennessee raised, Tennessee educated, and a great ambassador for Tennessee! His love of Tennessee and the TNAGD has led him to make significant concessions to allow you to get this training for a fraction of what you can get it elsewhere.

His passion for all things digital in dentistry has landed him at the very top of the digital world, he is in the know on the state of the art up to the moment as well as where that state of the art will be in the future.

DO NOT get left behind. Digital dentistry is advancing rapidly, and you don’t want to be stuck still peddling a fly wheel handpiece while the world has gone electric high-speed handpiece.

So, you don’t want to miss out on the absolutely revolutionary changes that can make care more affordable (and thus accessible) for patients, while making it more profitable and easier for you!

Don’t get left out! His courses are in high demand and our space is more limited than usual this year so register today! 16Hrs CE.

Day 1: Friday July 24, 2020:

Digital Dentistry:

What is it?
What can I do with it?
How do I get started?
Software and Hardware...what you need and what you don’t.
Will I get a return on my investment?
Digital Guided Surgery:

You will learn about:

- Blue Sky Bio software
- How to quickly design your own guided surgery cases from single tooth up to full arches for any brand of implants
- Learn the treatment planning requirements for predictable surgical and prosthetic success
- Learn how to design and 3d print your own surgical guides.
- All about 3D printers and scanners
- The different guided kits: Pros and Cons
- How to manage implant cases with high scatter
- How to design provisional and final implant prosthetics
- How to design and print your own digital dentures for $20 per arch
- How to create 2 appointment complete dentures entirely in office
- Digital Wax ups for esthetic and full mouth rehabs
- Designing your own crowns/bridges for teeth and implants for FREE!
- Learn to manage heavy scatter cases
- Pros and cons of having a mill in office?
- Dummy proof techniques for crestal sinus lifts and why you should be doing them.
- Documentation: Dental photography and videography on a budget.

- And much more...
Day 2: July 25, 2020

Digital Edentulous and Full Mouth Cases:

- Principles of Complete Dentures
- Learn to make scan appliances
- Key implant positioning guidelines for full arch cases
- Learn the appropriate space requirements and implant positions for various full arch restorations
- Analyze the material options for full arch implant restorations from printed to milled and everything between
- The multiple uses for chairside or digital denture duplication
- Immediate extractions and bone level guides.
- How to keep track of the vertical dimension once the pt is edentulous
- Accurate transfers of fixtures to models
- Digital impressions for edentulous cases
- Hygienic full arch restorative options
- Learn to do bone segmentation
- Learn basic functions of Meshmixer software
- Fixing lab costs where there are no costly surprises
- Planning full arch bone and soft tissue supported guides
• Edentulous case design in Blue Sky Bio with digital dentures
• Mock surgery on edentulous models: Demonstration
• Impression techniques for multi-abutments
• Restorative designs of abutments on CAD software
• Learn to make your own high strength, low cost provisionals and how to expedite full arch conversions

This course is the best value you will find anywhere.

This course information is in high demand, relevant, and cutting edge.

This course is Dr. Cory Glenn one of dentistry’s most sought after speakers at a fee unlikely ever to be seen again.